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Have you ever redesigned a website or digital product, 
released it with confidence that it was going to be 
met with acclaim, only to experience a backlash from 
your user base? Well, many experienced UX designers 
have. This talk will share anecdotes and insights about 
unwelcome change in digital products - why they 
happen, and how they can be avoided. Attendees are 
encouraged to share their own anecdotes and insights as 
well.
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I loved your last website! This new 
site is hard to navigate. Why fix 
something that wasn't broken? I hope 
you get enough complaints that you 
change it back!



Radical Candor, By Kim Scott, 2017







Fantastic online experience! I haven't visited a 
public library in ages and was pleasantly surprised 
when I signed up for an account at the Mission 
Bay branch. The ease of the online experience is 
even more fantastic. Great site! 

“





Very bad web site, it sucks. Don't 
know where to check my account and 
don't know where to log out. The IT 
people who created it should be fired.

“



The last best experience that anyone has 
anywhere becomes the minimum 
expectation for the experience they want 
everywhere

Bridget van Kranlingen, IBM



What happens when you try to upgrade or 
modernize specialized software to make it 
easier to understand and use?  

Don’t mess with experts 
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Customer_Success_Team
Hi @design & @product. Client X has received the new update and they aren’t 
happy about it. 

They would like us to revert the feature for them.

10:11am



What happens when clients log into their 
online banking and encounter something 
completely new? 

Is this the will of the people?



https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/new-rbc-online-banking-ui-user-friendly-june-li



Design for the Real World: Victor Papinek



But what can we do to ease the burden of 
change on our users? 

Change Is



If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it

Waste of money

Change for change’s sake

You haven’t solved any of my problems or added new value for me

You didn’t consult me or ask me



Especially in times of change, users’ attitudes 
may be a more sensitive barometer of experience 
than their behaviors. While a confusing launch 
may not cause mass abandonment or even a 
usage drop, it nonetheless writes a chapter in 
users’ relationships with your product, 
influencing their attitudes and trust thereafter.

https://library.gv.com/change-aversion-why-users-hate-what-you-launched-and-what-to-do-about-it-2fb94ce65766





Warn users about the changes

Communicate the nature and value of the 
changes

Allow users to opt-in to changes

Let users toggle between old and new 
versions

More user research

Small incremental changes

Wait to see if the impact is temporary or not

The experts say…



What happens when you try to modernize the 
user experience of public library online 
catalogs?

(hint, it’s not the books that get burned)

Passionate Patrons 



2016
• 17,618 Compliments

• 14,336 Complaints

• 9,293 Suggestions for Features and Improvements



sucks

You suck

My nephew could have made this way 
better. Waste of money

“
“
“



Case study 
anyone?



De-risk the redesign of 
a highly used (7 million 
+ users) mission critical 
user experience 



Validation Test - “First Click”



5 Tasks like: 

“You are going on vacation and need to suspend 
some of your upcoming holds. Where would you 
click to do that?”

Validation Test - “First Click”



393 people participated and 

338 (86%) of those people completed all 5 tasks

Validation Test - “First Click”



“too many buttons all saying the 
same thing in different ways”

“It took me a while to notice there 
was a separate list for suspended 
holds”.

“I really like the new icons allowing 
one-click cancel and suspend of 
holds (if that isn't new, then the old 
interface didn't make it obvious).”.

Validation Test - “First Click”



12 Participants

1 hour sessions over remote screen sharing

Live demo server

We asked them to: “Walk us through how you 
normally work with your checked out and holds”

Moderated User Test



10 women, 2 men

1 TechMaster, 1 TechSavvy, 10 TechTimid

1 Master Borrower, 1 Frequent Borrower, 10 
Occasional

Navigation, concepts, accomplishing tasks

Moderated User Test



“This to me is simple, focused, direct…I like it”

“I want as much information as reasonably possible”

“I can't even visualize how that works...either pause or suspend. 
What happens to my book?”

“That to me seems clunky...I would think that if I click cancel it 
should just cancel it”

“That would be like you're holding my hand too much”

Moderated User Test



Opt-in Live Beta Test



11,390
1 Week Later:

Feedback responses

Opt-in Live Beta Test



“I like that you provide the number of days remaining until 
the due date - very helpful!”

“I love it! It is very clear and easy to read. I like the feature that 
let's you know how many days are left for the pick up, very 
handy, indeed!”

“NOPE.
NOPE NOPE NOPE NOPE
NOPE.”

Opt-in Live Beta Test



Preliminary findings:

• Lexicon: do customers relate to our words? Pause vs. Suspend

• We missed a feature - on order titles were missing

• Navigational cues were not found

• Colors / aesthetics - not ‘colorful enough’, 
‘stark’

• Days remaining vs. full dates - split on 
preference 

Opt-in Live Beta Test



• Interesting split between people who feel that they want ‘all the 
data’ so that they could manipulate it and people who appreciated 
that we were trying to provide them with just what they needed 
at the time

• Breaking habits is challenging. There’s strong resistance to change 
and well worn paths are more comfortable that discovering new 
ones

• Library patrons are eager to share their opinion and seem to feel 
deep ownership of the experience

Broad Conclusions





Fair is fair:  I initially disliked your new format, but have noticed over 
time that you've made improvements that greatly simplify the on-line 
borrowing experience.  

Example:  Particularly like the information block for items checked out -
-the layout is crystal clear.  The hold system is also somehow simpler.  
Or maybe I'm such a dunderhead that I gradually (or unwittingly) got 
the hang of it through some warped default progression.   

It wouldn't be the first time.  But if this turns out that you have been 
upgrading/tweaking all along:  Thank you.  Things are good on this site.  
You've done a nice job.

- KCLS Patron



Thank you.

ilowelife@gmail.com



Referenced websites

• June Li – LinkedIn post regarding RBC redesign (2016)
• https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/new-rbc-online-banking-ui-user-friendly-june-

li/
• Google Ventures Change Aversion article

• https://library.gv.com/change-aversion-why-users-hate-what-you-launched-
and-what-to-do-about-it-2fb94ce65766

• UX Psychology substack, plus linked references
• https://uxpsychology.substack.com/p/why-do-people-hate-redesigns


